
IR-020 Internal Rules of Procedure

Proposer: Executive Committee

Amendment for IR

From line 19 to 21:
2.2.4 The open call for amendments on the documents of CDN, open call for new Member/PartnerMember
and Observer organisations and the open call for new Executive Committee
members have to be sent at least 60 days before the General Assembly by the

Delete in line 32:
2.2.8 Application procedures for membership, partnership and observership:

Delete from line 37 to 38:
•Representative of a candidate which is running for membership, partnership or observership has to
present the application. If no one to present the

Delete from line 43 to 45:
2.2.10 The announcement of the date and location of the General Assembly has to be sent out by the
Secretariat to all member and partner organisations 90 days in advance of the General Assembly. The
official invitation to the General

Delete from line 47 to 50:
2.2.11 Each member and partner organisation shall inform the Secretariat of the
names of their representatives at 45 days before the General Assembly. Each
Member and Partner organisation can send as many representatives as it can
afford.

Delete from line 53 to 54:
2.2.13 Any member and partner organisation may propose changes on the agenda. If the proposal is sent
five days before GA it has to be circulated through the

Delete from line 56 to 57:
2.2.14 Amendments to the documents of CDN and resolutions can be submitted by any Member, Partner
organisation or working group 15 days prior to the GA.

Delete from line 64 to 65:
2.2.15 Applications for new Member, Partner and Observer organisations and
applications for new Executive Committee members have to be submitted according

Delete from line 69 to 71:
2.2.17 Amendments on the documents of CDN, applications for new Member and Partner organisations
and applications for new Executive Committee members (together with other necessary documents
requested in the call) will be sent to

Delete from line 189 to 190:
are to be passed on from the Network Coordinator within 21 days after the end of the General Assembly to
all Member and Partner organisations.

From line 290 to 292:
4. Member, Partner and Observer organisations:



IR-020 - Amendment for IR

4.1 The definition of Member, EU and Partnernon-EU, organisation is explained in detail in
the Statutes.

Delete in line 300:
4.3 Criteria for becoming a Member, Partner or Observer organisation:

Delete from line 312 to 315:
4.4. All Member, Partner and Observer organisations must name one contact person from their organisation
and provide contact details to the Secretariat. 4.5 Member, Partner and Observer organisations can send
comments, suggestions and proposals to the EC or Secretariat at any time. EC or Secretariat has to

Delete from line 317 to 318:
4.6 Dismissal and suspension of Member, Partner or Observer organisations is
explained in detail in the Statutes.

Reason

Synchronisation with the Statutes Amendment 2 which is changing the membership structure of CDN.
According to the amendment, CDN will have two categories of member organisations - non-EU and EU,
while ”partner organisation” will not exist anymore. Consequently, we are deleting the term from the IRPs
as well and leaving only member organisation that includes both categories. Observer organisation is
untouched as it is remaining unchanged.
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IR-057 Internal Rules of Procedure

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for IR

Insert from line 56 to 57:
2.2.14 Amendments to the documents of CDN and resolutions can be submitted by the Executive
Committee, any Member, Partner organisation or working group 15 days prior to the GA.

Reason

The Executive Committee has always been proposing amendments and it has always been considered
natural. However, Executive Committee is not mentioned in the list therefore for clarification, we propose
to add Executive Committee to the list of who has the right to submit amendments.



IR-189 Internal Rules of Procedure

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 20.02.2023

Amendment for IR

From line 188 to 190:
2.4.1 The Minutes are to be written by members of the presidency. The Minutes
are to be passed on from the Network CoordinatorSecretary General within 21 days after the end of the
General Assembly to all Member and Partner organisations.

From line 232 to 233:

• A deadline shall be set by the Network CoordinatorSecretary General for the EC members to
give their vote on the issue concerned.

From line 364 to 375:
7. SecretariatOffice rules and procedures:
7.1 The daily work of the Network is carried out by the Secretariatoffice/secretariat under the
responsibility of the Network CoordinatorSecretary General.

7.1.1 The Secretary General is responsible for the legal representation of the organisation; managing the
secretariat; coordinating the work of the Executive Committee; supervising the HR processes; supervising
statutory activities; overseeing finances with the relevant employee and a treasurer; overseeing external
communication; keeping good communication with partners and relevant stakeholders; representing the
organisation to 3rd parties; tracking and monitoring major political and social developments throughout
Eastern Europe. 7.2 The Network CoordinatorSecretary General has to be selected by the 2/3 majority of the
the Executive Committee. 7.3 All members of the Secretariatoffice are appointed by the Executive
Committee
Committee based on the proposal by the Network CoordinatorSecretary General. EC cannot dismiss any
member of the Secretariatoffice without the consultation of the Network CoordinatorSecretary General. 7.4
The Secretariatoffice is responsible for: • ManagementDaily management of the organisation; •
Supervising of development and responsibility of all formal contracted
contract obligations of projects towards funders;

From line 381 to 384:
• Other duties and responsibilities of the SecretariatOffice are explained in the
internal documents of CDN and secretariat contracts. 7.5 The detailed explanation of the work and
responsibilities of the members of
the Secretariatoffice are written and described their contracts.

In line 387:
7.7 Short[Space]-term employees for up to 1 month can be excluded from the open call.

In line 396:
8.4 SecretariatOffice members can’t be older than 35.

From line 401 to 403:
9.1 In order to minimise the environmental impact of our events, all participants, PT members, EC,



IR-189 - Amendment for IR

secretariatOffice, guests and trainers should be travelling by land to CDN events, in case their trip would
last less than 15

Reason

1. Term change from Network Coordinator to Secretary General: CDN office used to have two people staff
members Network Coordinator and Office Coordinator. However, since 2019 this has changed a office
coordinator became Project Manager this has brought not only name differences but also largely
reorganisation of tasks and responsibilities. Previously, Office Coordinator (OC) was responsible for
accounting and daily bookkeeping, financial project management, and had an overview of the budget and
expenditures together with the Treasurer. Office coordinator prepared accounts for financial reporting and
communicated with an accountant/auditor when needed. Network Coordinator (NC) facilitated the work of
the Executive Committee, communication with partners and member organisations, had an overview of all
CDN deadlines, activities and responsibilities during the year and coordinated activities, as well as
strategically plan the following year(s). Both office personnel had roles in activities. For bigger events, both
persons were included – one facilitated the process, prep team and program; the other worked with local
teams on logistics and managed the budget and general finances. As of 2022, the CDN office employs four
people with different sets of tasks that include responsibilities previously held by OC and NC. Since 2019
and especially since 2021, Network Coordinator’s position has been closer to the traditional understanding
of Secretary General. Therefore the Executive Committee proposes to change the term of the position from
Network Coordinator to Secretary General to better reflect the position, tasks and responsibilities.

2. Office instead of Secretariat: We are using the terms ”secretariat” and ”office” interchangeably in order to
avoid confusiong we are adding the term office in the IRPs as well but also leaving the secretariat. There is
no crucial difference between the terms.

The proposed changes are linked to the Statutes Amendments 5.
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IR-230-2 Internal Rules of Procedure

Proposer: Gender Working Group
Resolution date: 12.03.2023

Amendment for IR

Insert from line 229 to 230:
right to co-opt a new person based on the same principles as in the previous point. Exceptions can be
made for force majeure situations like war, etc.

3.1.x In case of SS violation or harm to the organisation by an EC member, their continuation or
termination of mandate can be decided by a 2/3 majority vote within the EC. If SS violator is a member of
the secretariat, their contract may be terminated by a 2/3 majority vote from EC.The person who is subject
to vote does not participate in the voting, and the 2/3 majority is defined by the number of members in the
EC with a voting right.



IR-276 Internal Rules of Procedure

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for IR

Insert from line 275 to 276:
wider interests of CDN and not solely represent the interests of their organisation.
3.1.20 Executive Committee tasks include the following:

• Work on the implementation of CDN’s Activity Plan, approved by the General Assembly (including
project writing, coordination, implementation and reporting);

• Maintaining close and continuous communication with Member and Partner
Organisations ;

• Actively following and supporting the smooth work-flow of the Working Groups;

• Representing and promoting CDN during its and partners’ activities;

• Answering challenges and making decisions throughout the year, between GAs, based on the CDN
Strategy and CDN’s best interest;

• Actively participating in the regular (biweekly) EC meetings .

• Keeping track of the well-being of CDN’s Office.



IR-276-2 Internal Rules of Procedure

Proposer: Executive Committee

Amendment for IR

Insert from line 275 to 276:
wider interests of CDN and not solely represent the interests of their organisation.
3.1.20 Executive Committee tasks include the following:

• Work on the implementation of CDN’s Activity Plan, approved by the General Assembly (including
project writing, coordination, implementation and reporting);

• Maintaining close and continuous communication with Member and Partner
Organisations ;

• Monitoring work-flow of the Working Groups;

• Representing and promoting CDN during its and partners’ activities;

• Answering challenges and making decisions throughout the year, between GAs, based on the CDN
Strategy and CDN’s best interest;

• Actively participating in the regular (biweekly) EC meetings .

• Keeping track of the well-being of CDN’s Office.



IR-387 Internal Rules of Procedure

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for IR

In line 387:
7.7 Short term employees up to 13 month can be excluded from the open call.



IR-391-2 Internal Rules of Procedure

Proposer: RC Gutta Club

Amendment for IR

In line 391:
8.1 Participants of CDN events can’t be older than 3035 at the moment of applying.

Reason

In the Republic of Moldova the limit-age of young people by the law is 35 . Increasing the maximum age
limit to 35 the proposion of CDN participants will grow up with more experienced people in the apogee of
their activity in youth organizations, that should have positive impact to common development.



IR-391-3 Internal Rules of Procedure

Proposer: RC Gutta Club

Amendment for IR

In line 391:
8.1 Participants of CDN events can’t be older than 3035 at the moment of applying, while only 15% can be
older than 30.



IR-407 Internal Rules of Procedure

Proposer: RC Gutta Club

Amendment for IR

From line 407 to 408:
9.2 Only2Participants of CDN events may choose the nutrition type. Meat and milk products, vegetarian
and vegan food canshould be served at CDN events,as an option in the proccess of participant’s
registration. All nutrition will be purchased with CDN grants or reimbursed to participants.

Reason

All the participants should have choice of suitable nutrition.



IR-407-2 Internal Rules of Procedure

Proposer: RC Gutta Club
Resolution date: 12.03.2023

Amendment for IR

From line 407 to 408:
9.2 Only vegetarian and vegan food can be served at CDN events, purchased with CDN grants or
reimbursed to participants 9.2 In events CDN and LPT should strive for participants to have sustainable
and nutritiously balanced vegan or vegetarian diet, unless they require different nutrition based on their
medical requirements.



PL-042 Political Platform

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for PL

Insert after line 42:

• the support decentralisation policies;



PL-066 Political Platform

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for PL

In line 66:

• open and accessible government documents;documents and data;



PL-077 Political Platform

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for PL

Insert from line 76 to 78:
engage in political deliberation. We believe that only a media that is not controlled by a few big
enterprises and political actors can fulfil its role in holding governments accountable.



PL-096 Political Platform

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for PL

Insert after line 96:

• establishment and sufficient support of an independent public broadcasting;



PL-198 Political Platform

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for PL

Insert after line 198:

• ensuring youth political representation on national and local levels;



PL-233 Political Platform

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for PL

From line 233 to 238:
We, as Young Greens, take ecology and environmental justice as guiding principles in our world[Space]view
and political ideology. Out of all species on Earth, human beings are the only ones drastically using and
subduing nature to suit their own needs. Pollution, the altering of habitats, extinction of species, climate
change, active hostilities, et cetera affect all living organisms. A healthy environment and stable
ecosystems are a prerequisite for a healthy society. At this moment many are



PL-296 Political Platform

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for PL

Delete from line 295 to 298:
change their habits, prioritising a low carbon diet by consuming local and organic food. We oppose
Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) in food and farming and any monopolisation in food production
and seed. Food production should be done with great care for their impact on human health, the
environment

Reason

this is ridiculous



PL-305 Political Platform

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for PL

Insert from line 305 to 306:

• access to true, adequate, easy to understand information about the production, origin, content and
health effects of the food products we consume;



PL-376 Political Platform

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for PL

Insert after line 376:

• trade with aggressor countries and non-democratic actors should be limited ;



PL-376-2 Political Platform

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 12.03.2023

Amendment for PL

Insert after line 376:

• trade with aggressor countries and authoritarian regimes should be limited;



PL-465 Political Platform

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for PL

Delete from line 465 to 466:

• that every country willing to join the EU asks their own citizens in a referendum prior to concluding
accession talks.



SD-103 Strategy Document 2022-24

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for SD

Delete from line 102 to 107:
space and possibility to cooperate, exchange practices and work together on topics of regional interest.
CDN will continue its work in three regions - Balkans, RUMB (Russia, Ukraine, Moldova and Belarus) and
South Caucasus and Turkey - by organising regional events, trainings, round tables, webinars etc. and
concentrate more on the cross-regional ones based on different politically relevant factors.



SD-103-2 Strategy Document 2022-24

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 11.03.2023

Amendment for SD

From line 102 to 106:
space and possibility to cooperate, exchange practices and work together on topics of regional interest.
CDN will continue its work in three regions - Balkans, RUMB (Russia, Ukraine, Moldova and Belarus) and
South Caucasus and Turkey - CDN will continue its regional work by organising regional events, trainings,
round tables, webinars etc. and concentrate more on the cross-regional ones based on different
politically



SD-103-3 Strategy Document 2022-24

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 12.03.2023

Amendment for SD

From line 102 to 106:
space and possibility to cooperate, exchange practices and work together on topics of regional interest.
CDN will continue its work in three regions - Balkans, RUMB (Russia, Ukraine, Moldova and Belarus) and
South Caucasus and Turkey - CDN will continue its regional work by organising regional events, trainings,
round tables, webinars etc. and concentrate more on the cross-regional ones based on different
politically



SD-103-4 Strategy Document 2022-24

Proposer: Executive Committee

Amendment for SD

From line 102 to 106:
space and possibility to cooperate, exchange practices and work together on topics of regional interest.
CDN will continue its work in three regions - Balkans, RUMB (Russia, Ukraine, Moldova and Belarus) and
South Caucasus and Turkey - CDN will continue its regional work by organising regional events, trainings,
round tables, webinars etc. and concentrate more on the cross-regional ones based on different
politically



SD-104 Strategy Document 2022-24

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for SD

Delete from line 103 to 105:
topics of regional interest. CDN will continue its work in three regions - Balkans, RUMB (Russia, Ukraine,
Moldova and Belarus) and South Caucasus and Turkey - by organising regional events, trainings, round
tables, webinars etc.



SD-148 Strategy Document 2022-24

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for SD

Delete from line 147 to 150:
recognized as topical reference points by MOs and be a starting point for topical cooperation. Working
groups can be topical (Digital [x], Gender, AlterUrb) and regional (RUMB). CDN will support new initiatives
that come up, especially the regional initiatives and regional working groups that members



SD-149 Strategy Document 2022-24

Proposer: Executive Committee
Resolution date: 16.11.2022

Amendment for SD

From line 148 to 150:
topical cooperation. Working groups can be topical (Digital [x], Gender, AlterUrb)AlterUrb, Fighting Russian
imperialism, Ancestral Medicine) and regional (RUMB). CDN will support new initiatives that come up,
especially the regional initiatives and regional working groups that members



SF-444 Safe Space Policy

Proposer: Gender Working Group
Resolution date: 21.02.2023

Amendment for SF

Delete from line 443 to 445:
6. Verbal and non-verbal communication in calls
Be aware of disctracting behaviours you might show in videos, which might be interpreted as offensive,
insulting or simply distract the speaker (eg.

Insert after line 472:
Safe space in EC and office
In order to ensure SS in the working structures of CDN, there should be similar concepts of ensuring SS in
terms of unacceptable behaviours and general rules. It is recommended that 2 safe space persons are
appointed - one for office and one for EC, who mutually consult and communicate on ensuring SS in these
structures. Along with standard preventive methods of ensuring safe space, it is recommended that SSPs
conduct regular (at least every 2 months) SS check with all members of structures, including persons under
temporary contracts with CDN. In addition to the previously mentioned examples of SS breaches, the SSPs
shall pay attention to the following conditions and situations: burnout states, mental health issues,
communication within the team, working hours and vacation times etc. SSPs will gather recommendations
on the improvement of working conditions, structure them, and regularly implement new positive practices.

Reason

The SS in office and EC is not covered in previous texts, and it it crucial for the functioning of organization.
Common burnouts and mental health issues are a big issue for the organization, and if not addressed cause
much more trouble within the team. Regular checkups could prevent conflicts, improve communication and
identify potential issues which require attention. I suggest to EC and office to consult and to add additional
methods they maybe use within this amendment, for example, expulsions from structures in case of severe
and extreme SS breaches, or whatever addition is necessary for better structuring of SS within office.



SF-444-2 Safe Space Policy

Proposer: Gender Working Group

Amendment for SF

Delete from line 443 to 445:
6. Verbal and non-verbal communication in calls
Be aware of disctracting behaviours you might show in videos, which might be interpreted as offensive,
insulting or simply distract the speaker (eg.

Insert after line 472:
Safe space in EC and office
In order to ensure SS in the working structures of CDN, there should be similar concepts of ensuring SS in
terms of unacceptable behaviours and general rules. It is recommended that 2 safe space persons are
appointed - one from office and one from EC, who mutually consult and communicate on ensuring SS in
these structures. Along with standard preventive methods of ensuring safe space, it is recommended that
SSPs conduct regular (at least every 2 months) SS check with all members of structures, including persons
under temporary contracts with CDN. In addition to the previously mentioned examples of SS breaches,
the SSPs shall pay attention to the following conditions and situations: burnout states, mental health
issues, communication within the team, working hours and vacation times etc. SSPs will gather
recommendations on the improvement of working conditions, structure them, and regularly implement
new positive practices.



R1-040 Resolution linked to Statutes Amendments 2 - concerning the change of the membership
structure 

Proposer: Executive Committee

Resolution text

From line 40 to 41:
In the case of candidate organisations for the 2023 General Assembly, the resolution will be amended with
the EC proposal.

• As for the applying organisation Neoi Prasinoi - Young Greens of Greece, the Executive Committee
proposes to classify it as an Observer Organisation. The main reason, as mentioned in the
recommendation paper as well, is that we need more time and active participation of Neoi Prasinoi
in CDN activities to assess the organisation better and grant the candidate of Member Organisation
with voting rights.

Reason

As mentioned in the resolution, the Executive Committee is making a proposal for the applying
organisation that is Neoi Prasinoi - Young Greens of Greece. In the recommendation paper, EC has positive
suggestions as a Partner Organisation, however, there were concerns to accept an organisation that has not
been active around CDN directly as a Member Organisation that will have voting rights in difference to
Partner Organisation.



R3-064 Inclusion of vulnerable groups in Eastern Europe

Proposer: Youth Forum URA

Resolution text

In line 64:
Internally displaced people, migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers migrants, refugees, and asylum
seekers

Reason

Due to previous amendment this title needs to be changed.



R3-068 Inclusion of vulnerable groups in Eastern Europe

Proposer: Youth Forum URA

Resolution text

Delete from line 67 to 70:
happening. Furthermore, refugees are being evicted from refugee camps, which are already very unsafe
and not being properly maintained. Internally displaced people, migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers
often do not receive social benefits or social housing and are socially excluded. They also experience

From line 72 to 75:
Furthermore, corruption in Eastern Europe makes their situation even more difficult. We need to do more
to improve the situation of internally displaced people, migrants, refugees and asylum seekers as well as
ensure access to asylum and social services.

Internally displaced people

Extreme weather events, such as abnormally heavy rainfall, prolonged droughts, desertification,
environmental degradation, wildfires or sea-level rise and cyclones are causing over 20 million
displacements each year worldwide. Their increased frequency is directly linked to climate change and
South-Eastern Europe is at the forefront of this struggle in Europe.

Furthermore Russian war on Ukraine and deadly earthquakes in Turkey and Syria inflicted devastating
casualties and caused many to flee their homes.

We need to ensure the safety of all internally people displaced people by ensuring them access to health,
employment, housing, education and social services, as well as ensure that additional funds are made
available to those in need.

Reason

extra paragraph
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